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FOS – Flexible Office System
FOS is a mobile office system with
240 V electrification. It can be
assembled into microarchitectural
structures that define the purpose
of individual spaces – from
teamwork, workshops, meetings
and presentations to agile
workspaces or concentrated solo
tasks.
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FOS can be quickly and easily
configured by users to suit their
requirements. Individual mobile
units can be linked with shelves
or work tops – adjustable in
100 mm increments – to create
large space-shaping structures.

Pinboards and whiteboards, as well
as acoustic panels can be hooked
onto the system. The electrification
feature allows for functions such as
the integration of monitors or – in
the 24 V variant – the use of USB PD
(type C) chargers.

Room division and
organisation
• Linking of FOS modules
• Individual configuration
with elements
• Quick and easy creation
of temporary workstations
Modular construction
• Additional storage options,
depth of use up to 365 mm
• Easily modifiable at any time

Use as workspace
• Utilisation of whiteboards
and pinboards
• Suspension on FOS modules
• Suspension on wall rails

Serial 230 V power distribution
• Connection of several FOS
modules possible
• Connection of multiple power
sockets as required

Visual privacy and
sound-absorbtion
• Partition of space through
addition of side and back panels
• Acoustically effective
ARCHISONIC ® material
• Side and back panels can
be used as pinboards

Integrated 24 V electrification
• Integrated USB PD chargers
(typ C) for powering devices
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Events &
presentations
Thanks to technical installations such
as the media trolley with TV monitor,
whiteboards and pinboards, as well
as the system‘s versatile options of use,
spaces, along with their furnishings and
equipment, can be flexibly adapted
to the respective size and scenario
of different events and presentations.
Materials and technical accessories can
be stowed away in the diverse storage
options, while the coat rack unit keeps
the place tidy.
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Meetings
FOS can accommodate the dynamics
of both large and small meetings. The
mobile standing-height table combined
with pinboards and whiteboards is a
setting that is as simple as it is efficient.
The boards can be suspended from the
shelf units or wall rails. Digital tools are
integrated using the media trolley, while
shelving offers useful storage space and
the coat rack helps keep the area tidy.
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Work environments
Well-designed open-plan offices are
divided into zones. The focus is on
communication and interaction, while also
offering quiet retreats for concentrated
solo tasks. The FOS system helps structure
such spaces and simultaneously contributes
to a warm, appealing atmosphere. The
pinboards made of acoustic felt help
absorb sound and reduce noise.
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Workshops
FOS can be used to create dynamic
settings. The mobile systems are intuitively
linked using connection frames and are
individually configured with accessory
elements. Creative phases are also
supported by the addition of whiteboards,
pinboards and digital communication tools
on the media trolley.
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Modular construction

The FOS system can be
positioned against the
wall or used to divide
and structure spaces.
The elements are made
of birch veneer with a
multiplex design, and
add a touch of natural,
home-like warmth to any
environment.
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Shelves
The shelves come in two sizes.
The shorter versions can
be paired with shelf trays or
storage boxes on the same
level and arranged to suit the
users’ needs.

Open storage box
Storage boxes can be used to stock
books and folders (1 HU = height unit),
as well as many other office materials.
Structures equipped with storage boxes
serve as room partitions. The storage
boxes are simply slotted into the unit
between two connection frames, allowing
easy reconfiguration at any time.

Storage box with doors
The storage box with doors offers
closed storage space. As the
elements are simply slotted into the
unit, the layout can be modified
as and when needed. The flushmounted doors are fitted with a
push-to-open mechanism.

Shelf tray
The shelf tray is a practical
holder for office materials.
As the trays simply sit on the
shelf frames, they can be easily
repositioned at any time.
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Linking FOS modules
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Connection frames or worktops can
be used to link the individual mobile
units and create larger structures,
which can still be flexibly positioned
wherever required.

Connection frame
Incremental height settings
on the vertical uprights
allow for a customised
configuration of units. This
makes it possible to create
further storage options and
flexibly partition space.

Worktops
Worktops can be used
to connect individual
mobile units and create
touchdown workspaces.
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Hanging boards

The mobile elements of
FOS can be equipped
with pinboards and
whiteboards, as well as
acoustic panels. These
are not just practical tools
but also have a soundabsorbing effect.
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Pinboards
Pinboards can be suspended from
the shelf system or wall rail, and
removed or repositioned at any
time. The ARCHISONIC ® acoustic
felt surface is manufactured from
recycled plastic bottles and exists
in a selection of colours.

Whiteboards
Whiteboards can be hung from the
shelf frames or wall rails and removed
again as required. They are reversible
and can be used on both sides.

Acoustic panels
Side and back panels made of

ARCHISONIC ® acoustic felt ensure

privacy and reduce noise levels.

Wall rails
Pinboards and whiteboards can be
suspended from the wall rail. This
allows a combination of fixed and
mobile elements in the workspace.
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Electrification

FOS is equipped
with 230 V power as
standard. Optional 24 V
electrification enables
additional functions.
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Power connection
FOS simply taps electricity from the
integrated power cable (EU or UK,
approx. 3 m long), which is concealed
in the base box.

Integrated socket
Thanks to the integrated sockets for
extension cables, digital devices
can be connected without creating
tripping hazards. Magnetic cover
plates are easily fitted to conceal
the connections.

Connecting modules
The mobile shelving systems can be
connected together via a cable. Only
the lead unit requires access to an
external power socket in this case.

USB PD charger (type C)
For charging digital devices,
these can be connected
directly to the connection
frame.

Monitors
Monitors can be integrated into
the shelf system and adjusted in
height with little effort. Monitors
with a diagonal screen size of 55“
are recommended (max. screen
size 1500 x 800 mm and 50 kg).
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Office organisation

The FOS shelf elements
are supplemented by
a coat rail and mobile
standing-height table.
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Coat rack
The coat rack helps keep the space tidy.
The connection frame with integrated rail
can be adjusted in height.

Mobile standing-height table
The mobile standing-height table not only
functions as a work island but also provides
extra storage space beneath the table top.

Versatile layout
Mobile elements ensure dynamic
agility in a modern work environment:
they can be quickly and easily
aranged to suit the current
requirements, and immobilised
with locking brakes.
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Ready to order

To facilitate the order
process and demonstrate
the different options of
the FOS system, a series
of eight pre-configured
modules are available.
These cover all the
essential tasks of a
dynamic everyday office
environment.
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FOS Divider

FOS-Divider 24V

Mobile shelf system with open storage
options, powered with 230 V connection

Mobile shelf system with open storage options,
powered with 230 V and 24 V connection

FOS Divider forms the base unit of the mobile
shelf system and can be equipped with different
open storage options. The shelf system can be
used as a room divider and to organise the
workspace.

FOS Divider forms the base unit of the mobile shelf
system and can be equipped with different open
storage options. The shelf system can be used as a
room divider and to organise the workspace. It is
additionally equipped with a 24 V connection for
the use of USB PD chargers (type C).

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
3 x connection frame
2 x storage box
2 x shelf tray
4 x short shelf
Max. weight load = 150 kg

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
2 x connection frame with USB PD charger (type C)
1 x connection frame
2 x storage box
2 x shelf tray
4 x short shelf

Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 150 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Art. no. EU version

992-268.26

Art. no. EU version

992-267.26

Art. no. UK version

992-298.26

Art. no. UK version

992-297.26

1630

1930

1630

430

430

1930
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FOS Workshop

FOS Workshop

FOS Shelf

Mobile shelf system with closed storage,
powered with 230 V connection

Mobile shelf system with closed storage,
powered with 230 V and 24 V connection

Mobile shelf system,
powered with 230 V connection

FOS Workshop consists of the base unit of the
mobile shelf system equipped with closed
storage options. The shelf system can be used as
a room divider and to organise the workspace.

FOS Workshop consists of the base unit of the
mobile shelf system equipped with closed storage
options. The shelf system can be used as a room
divider and to organise the workspace. It is
additionally equipped with a 24 V connection
for the use of USB PD chargers (type C).

FOS Shelf consists of the base unit of the mobile
shelf system with four shelves of 1 HU, accessible
on both sides.

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
3 x connection frame
2 x storage box with doors
2 x shelf tray
2 x short shelf
1 x long shelf
Max. weight load = 150 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
2 x connection frame with USB PD charger (type C)
1 x connection frame
2 x storage box with doors
2 x shelf tray
2 x short shelf
1 x long shelf

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
3 x connection frame
4 x long shelf
Max. weight load = 180 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 150 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Art. no. EU version

992-278.26

Art. no. EU version

992-266.26

Art. no. EU version

992-265.26

Art. no. UK version

992-279.26

Art. no. UK version

992-296.26

Art. no. UK version

992-293.26

1630

1930
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1630

430

1930

1630

430

1930

430

FOS Media

FOS Coat Rack

FOS Meet

Mobile media trolley,
powered with 230 V connection

Mobile shelf system with coat rail,
powered with 230 V connection

Mobile standing-height table,
powered with 230 V connection

FOS Media consists of the base unit of the
mobile shelf system along with a monitor
mount. The integration of a monitor makes
FOS Media ideal for presentations, workshops
and meetings.

FOS Coat Rack consists of the base unit of the
mobile shelf system along with a hanging rail
and shelf. It can be used as a cloakroom or as
a room divider.

FOS-Meet is a standing-height table and is
suited for agile and mobile work processes,
meetings and presentations.

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
1 x long shelf
1 x multiple socket outlet
1 x monitor mount with rear acoustic panel
Monitor mount (in acc. with Vesa standard):
- W x H of 200 x 200 mm to 1000 x 400 mm
in 100-mm increments
- screw holes for M6 and M8
- height-adjustable
- recommended for 55” monitors
(max. 1500 x 800 mm, 50 kg)

Consists of:
1 x base unit of mobile shelf system 230 V AC
1 x connection frame with hanging rail
2 x long shelf

An additional connection frame with shelf can
be inserted between the table top and base box
to offer further storage.

Max. weight load = 200 kg

In addition to weighted panels for unit stability,
the base box also contains the 230 V AC power
connection and a Schuko socket.

Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 60 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 120 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Art. no. EU version

992-272.26

Art. no. EU version

992-264.26

Art. no. EU version

992-271.26

Art. no. UK version

992-292.26

Art. no. UK version

992-294.26

Art. no. UK version

992-288.26

1630

1630

430

430

2000

1930

900

1930

1037,5
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Modular construction

FOS has a modular
structure and can be
individually configured
in diverse manners –
whether as a mobile
system, acoustically
efficient room partition,
temporary workstation,
shelf unit, coat rack,
media trolley or storage
space. Exactly as you
need it.
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FOS Base

FOS Base

Base unit for mobile shelf system,
powered with 230 V connection

Base unit for mobile shelf system,
powered with 230 V and 24 V connection

FOS Base forms the base unit of all versions of
the mobile shelf system and can be equipped
and enhanced as required.

FOS Base forms the base unit of all versions of
the mobile shelf system and can be equipped
and enhanced as required.

Includes 4 castors with locking device.

Includes 4 castors with locking device.

Base box with cover and weighted panels
to ensure stability.

Base box with cover and weighted panels
to ensure stability.

Can be structured with connection frames
at 100-mm increments.

Can be structured with connection frames
at 100-mm increments.

Possible storage space of 4 HU.

Possible storage space of 4 HU.

Integrated 230 V AC electrification with one
socket and connecting cable for connection
to another mobile shelf unit.

Integrated 230 V AC electrification with one
socket and connecting cable for connection
to another mobile shelf unit.

Max. weight load = 220 kg

Vertical uprights: each powered with 24 V,
e.g. for the use of USB PD charger (type C)

Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Nominal voltage = 24 V DC
Nominal current max. 4 x 7 A
Max. weight load = 220 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Art. no. EU version

992-260.26

Art. no. EU version

992-261.26

Art. no. UK version

992-299.26

Art. no. UK version

992 291.26

1630

1930

437,5

1630

437,5

1930
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Connection frame,
non-powered

Connection frame with USB PD charger
(type C), powered

Connection frame with cable outlet,
powered

Square tube = 25 × 25 mm

Square tube = 25 x 25 mm

Square tube = 25 x 25 mm

For insertion in the base unit of the mobile shelf
system, lockable.

For insertion in the base unit of the mobile
shelf system with 24 V connection, lockable.

For insertion in the base unit of the mobile
shelf system with 24 V connection, lockable.

Max. weight load = 30 kg

Nominal current max. 3 A
Output max. 60 W

Integrated 24 V cable outlet for connection of
digital devices and integration of QI charging
stations.

Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 30 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Nominal voltage = 24 V DC
Nominal current max. 7 A
Max. weight load = 30 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Axis 1600 mm

293-751.26

Axis 1600 mm

295-232.26

Axis 1600 mm

293-782.26

A 1600

A 400
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A 1600

A 1600

A 400

A 400

Connection frame with 4 x feeder,
powered

Connection frame with hanging rail,
non-powered

Shelf

Square tube = 25 x 25 mm

Square tube = 25 x 25 mm
Hanging rail Ø = 30 mm

Shelf available in 2 different sizes.

With 4x feeder 24 V for power supply
of vertical tubes.
Connection frame for linking two mobile shelf
units; supplies power to the middle of the three
axes
Nominal voltage = 24 V DC
Nominal current max. 4 x 7 A

For insertion in the base unit of the mobile shelf
system, lockable.

Sits on mounting corners of connection frame.
Material: birch veneer with multiplex design

Max. weight load = 60 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Max. weight load = 30 kg
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Surface finish

Birch veneer

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

Black steel duro

782x365 mm

294-289.71

Axis 1600 mm

293-783.26

Axis 1600 mm

293-802.26

1565x365 mm

293-747.71

A 1600

A 1600

A 400

A 400

1565

365
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Storage box

Open storage box

Storage box with doors

For holding and securing objects or for use
as a planter box (with additional sealing).

For use as storage 1 HU or as a partition
element.

Sits on mounting corners of connection frame.

Is inserted between two connection frames.

For use as closed box 1 HU for concealed
storage of objects or as a partition element.
Doors flush-mounted, push-to-open function.

Material: Birch veneer with multiplex look.
Carcass corners mitred and glued.

Material: birch veneer with multiplex design.
Carcass corners mitred and glued.

Surface finish

Birch veneer

Surface finish

Birch veneer

Surface finish

Birch veneer

782x365x120 mm

992-284.71

782x365x374 mm

992-280.71

782x365x374 mm

992-282.71

Is inserted between two connection frames.
Material: birch veneer with multiplex design.
Carcass corners mitred and glued.

374

374

120

782
365
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782
365

782
365

Worktop with connection frame

Set of wall rails

Whiteboard

Table top 1564 x 600 x 18 mm

To be screwed on to the wall; for suspension
of pinboards and whiteboards.

Whiteboard to be hooked on to mobile shelf
system or wall rail. For use on both sides.

Set of 2 pieces

Material: multiplex with HPL surface, white gloss.

Mounting materials not included.
Observe assembly and operating instructions.

Note: For the purpose of durability and
cleaning, we recommend the use of pens
specially developed for whiteboards, e.g.
Edding (250 and 360). Please do not use
water-soluble pens.

Connects two mobile shelf units.
Material: Birch veneer with multiplex design.

Surface finish frame

Black steel duro

Surface finish top

Birch veneer

Surface finish

Black steel duro

Surface finish

White gloss

1564x600x18 mm

293-807.26

Length 3000 mm

992-286.26

1225x750x12 mm

293-100.70

750

3000

1225

1597
600
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Acoustic pinboard

Acoustic back panel

Acoustic side panel

Pinboard to be hooked on to mobile shelf
system or wall rail. For use on both sides.

Acoustic back panel to be hooked on to mobile
shelf system for partition of workspace and to
absorb sound and reduce noise.

Acoustic side panel to be hooked on to mobile
shelf system for partition of workspace and to
absorb sound and reduce noise.

Material: PET felt (ARCHISONIC ®).

Material: PET felt (ARCHISONIC ®).

Further information and an overview of the
available colours can be found on page 37.

Further information and an overview of the
available colours can be found on page 37.

Material: PET felt (ARCHISONIC ®).
Further information and an overview of the
available colours can be found on page 37.

1225x750x24 mm

1762x750x24 mm

Back panel

1762x320x24 mm

Side panel

Grove

293-121.60

Grove

295-087.60

Grove

295-462.60

Smoke

293-121.61

Smoke

295-087.61

Smoke

295-462.61

Charcoal

293-121.62

Charcoal

295-087.62

Charcoal

295-462.62

Ground

293-121.63

Ground

295-087.63

Ground

295-462.63

Warm Stone

293-121.64

Warm Stone

295-087.64

Warm Stone

295-462.64

750

750

1225

320

1766
1766
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FOS in the Visplay office
We have redesigned part of the
Visplay office using FOS.
Scan the code to see the results:
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Surface finishes
and colours
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Basic system and fittings
The base unit of the mobile shelf
system FOS is made of metal and
powder-coated in black steel duro.
Duro surfaces are particularly
resistant.

The different fittings are made of birch
wood veneer with a multiplex design.

Black steel duro

Birch veneer with multiplex design

Pinboards
ARCHISONIC ® acoustic felt is made

of recycled plastic bottles. Not only
is it sound-absorbing, it is also stable,
flame-retardant and very light.

Its fabric-like feel contributes to a
warm, inviting interior, while the
nature-inspired colour palette offers
considerable creative freedom.

Smoke

Ground

Warm Stone

Grove

Charcoal
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Copyright ©
All pictured designs are legally protected.
All Visplay products and their names are
protected by intellectual property rights
This protection is valid for the basic system
along with the merchandise supports and
accessories. In the event of infringement,
Visplay reserves the right to take legal
steps. Our General Terms and Conditions
of Sale and Delivery apply to all orders.
We reserve the right to make technical and
formal alterations.

®
All industrial and intellectual property
rights, such as trademarks, patents and
copyrights, are reserved. No part of this
brochure may be reproduced without prior
written permission. Visplay GmbH strives
to respect the rights of third parties. If we
have inadvertently used material without
acknowledgement, we will correct the
omission immediately upon notification.
Art.-No. 63552143
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